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January 2020
January 11—F70 (French Valley) fly-in. Meet at
French Valley Café (on field) at noon. (Contact
Colleen Handrahan for further details.)
January 15—Business Meeting 7pm at ACI Jet—
Check your email for teleconference instructions.
January 16—New Member/All Member Night
(Contact Diane Titterington-Machado for
details.)
January 25—Southwest Section Winter
Workshop————————————->
When: Saturday, January 25, 2020, 8:00 AM
until 4:00 PM
Where: Holiday Inn, 38630 Fifth Street West,
Palmdale, CA. 93551
February 19—Business Meeting 7pm at ACI Jet
February 27—General Meeting

Calling all Southwest Section Ninety-Nines to attend the
fun and informative 2020 Winter Workshop in Palmdale.
Among a variety of topics, you will learn about the plans
for the International Conference on the Queen Mary. This
round table event is always a great time to network and
meet up with Ninety-Nines from other chapters.
The Winter Workshop is an all day networking and
brainstorming event. The registration price of $40.00
includes a plated lunch (choice of Cobb salad with
chicken, Club sandwich, or Veggie Wrap with chicken
optional) and materials.
Ninety-Nines wishing to come in the evening before or
stay the evening after will stay at the Palmdale (CA)
Holiday Inn with a rate of $129, including breakfast and
complimentary parking. Call the Holiday Inn at 1-661-9478055 to make your reservations. The block is under
"Southwest Section of the Ninety-Nines".
The cutoff date to receive the block rate is January, 10,
2020.
The Antelope Valley 99s will pick up those flying into
William J. Fox Airfield. The hotel also has a free shuttle
service. Commercial flights from Burbank Airport.
Thank you for your interest in the SWS 99s Winter
Workshop. We hope to see you there.

OUR MISSION — The NINETY-NINES®
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF WOMEN
PILOTS® promotes advancement of aviation through
education, scholarships, and mutual support while honoring
our unique history and sharing our passion for flight.
Established in 1929 by 99 women pilots, the members of The
Ninety-Nines, Inc.®, International Organization of Women
Pilots®, are represented in all areas of aviation today. And,
to quote Amelia, fly "for the fun of it!"

Check out our SWS website for more information:
sws99s.clubexpress.com/content.aspx?
page_id=4002&club_id=130494&item_id=1078067

Happy New Year OC 99s!
May 2020 bring lots of great flying achievements and
adventures for us all!
In February we have a planning meeting where we want
to hear from every single member. Yep, everyone! The
planning meeting is designed to learn about what type of activities you’d like to see
happen in the New Year. For instance, would you like more meetings? Are there any
specific educational topics you feel would be beneficial? What would be helpful for
your aviation goals? Would you like there to be more fly-ins? Would you like more field
trips? Do you know someone who works at an aviation-related company who may
(pretty pleeeease!) offer us a tour? Do you know a person with an aviation specialty
who would be willing to talk to our group? Let us know! We have a lot of lovely new
members and we especially want to hear from you! Whether you are new to the
aviation world or been through the hoops and loops we all have something to offer and,
I bet, a plethora of ideas. Please be sure to join us for the February meeting. If you are
unable to attend the February meeting please do let us know your thoughts and desires
for OC99s’ activities anyway.
Additionally, we start the New Year with a January meeting- our members meeting
where we get a chance to learn about our delightful, skilled group. We love getting
people more involved with the 99s and we want to hear about you! Women who have
known each other for years still learn new things about one another! Having a meeting
dedicated to getting to know one another allows us the opportunity to learn about how
we can assist with a variety of goals. Perhaps you are new to flying and looking for a
flight instructor. We want to know! Maybe you are close to getting your Airline
Transport Pilot’s license and are looking into getting a flying gig. Tell us! We have ladies
who fly for various airlines who can share their experiences. While we all gather
together in the name of aviation we also like to learn about what occupies your time.
Do you have a fun or wacky hobby or an interesting job? I know some of you race,
ahem!, and not just in the air! Learning about our skill sets can also help getting
involved.
OC99s, let’s have a fun and successful New Year!
Cheryl

AIRPORT APPRECIATION NIGHT—DECEMBER 4, 2019

~By Diane Titterington Machado

For many years, approaching Christmas, we leave holiday goodies with the SNA tower, Sheriff's station and fire
department. We call this Airport Appreciation Night. Joining us this year were members Anastasia Rogachevsky,
Jennifer Walinowicz, Kelsi Phillips, Jessica Yant, CJ McMullin, Colleen Handrahan, Diane Myers, Pam Hengsteler,
Trish Magdaleno, Sofia Nosratabadi, Tess Karich and Diane Titterington-Machado.
After passing plates of treats through the door of the tower for the controllers, we were off to the Sheriff's station,
surprising them with holiday treats. They shared interesting stories and videos of pursuits. These
highly trained law enforcement officers are the best of the best. The bad guys really don't stand a
chance. The Aviation Section’s number one crime fighting tool continues to be the use of thermal
imaging to disclose the position of criminal suspects. The FLIR (forward
looking infrared) cameras in some of their agency aircraft are very
sensitive, and a trained Tactical Flight Observer (TFO) can discover
suspects that are hiding in thick brush, up in trees, in garbage cans, and
even in the water. When used in conjunction with an agency K-9, this
method has an extremely high success rate. Thermal imaging has also
been used by the Aviation Section to locate lost hikers, boaters in
distress, Alzheimer’s patients, and injured victims of crime.
Our third stop spreading holiday cheer was to our buddies at the JWA fire department. The firefighters are always so
gracious and tirelessly teaching our members. They gave us a tour and even gave Anastasia, Jennifer Kelsi and Jessica a
ride around the airport on two fire trucks with lights flashing into the night.
We do good deeds showing our appreciation to these facilities. But we always seem to receive more than we give. This
night is a wonderful learning experience for all who members who showed their appreciation.

Jennifer and Jessica check out the equipment.
Lights flashing, two trucks take an
airport lap.

Anastasia and Kelsi are our two NEWEST
members.

Jennifer, Jessica, Anastasia and Kelsi get up
close and personal with the crane.

Anastasia models the latest in firefighter
attire. She may need a smaller suit and
helmet.

Not Quite a Round Trip . . .

~ by Soﬁa Nosratabadi

On our ﬁrst ﬂight together, Melody and I experienced a ﬁrst for both of us – having to come back home through a
diﬀerent airport than our home airport due to weather.
When I showed up at John Wayne Airport (and it was probably the ﬁrst me in my life that I showed up for anything
early), I decided to pass the me by taking pictures of Melody’s beau ful Piper Cherokee. Half an hour later,
wondering where Melody was, I realized that I spent this whole me photographing a beau ful plane that was not
Melody’s! It helps to double-check the parking spot number and not just go by the color of a similar-looking plane on
another similar-looking parking lot.
Look at that herringbone design on Melody’s plane’s tail.
If you look closely, every part of the plane has all kinds of
rive ng design pa erns on it that you would otherwise not
no ce, unless you are lying on the ground, looking for a good
photo shot, with the sun hi ng the surfaces at just the right
angle.

We went through a pre-ﬂight check that, I have to admit, was the most thorough one I have ever experienced.
Melody’s mechanic is a German who is into excrucia ng details. He taught her about every inch of her plane inside and
out, so now a er 10 years of experience, she can take her plane apart, put it back together, and replace broken parts
on her own. So don’t try to fool her with your superﬁcial knowledge of systems; she’s a pro! (Just think back to the
“O-Ring Replacement on my Cherokee Strut” ar cle that Melody contributed to the April 2019 Plane Tales to marvel at
her prowess in the ﬁeld of technical minu ae.)
Fun facts from Melody: Did you know that closing your eyes while running your ﬁngernail down the prop blade
increases your sensi vity to feeling for any nicks and cuts on the blade? Did you know that it’s a good idea to dab
some fuel that you’ve just siphoned oﬀ in your tester onto a napkin and use it to clean the strut piston so no dirt gets
into the O-ring to cause fric on, so you don’t have to replace the O-ring as o en (which is a big, ugly, messy job)? Did
you know that Melody always ﬂies wearing speciﬁc long socks that she got as a good-luck charm from Diane Myers?
When she’s done with her pre-ﬂight, she takes oﬀ her shoes, puts on those long socks, and steers with them, so her
feet are sensi ve to the rudder and brake pedals. You can’t say that a man would have ever thought to adopt these
rituals for himself when ﬂying!
We ﬁrst ﬂew to Corona to drop oﬀ Christmas gi s for Melody’s friend Benny there, who was our full-service FBO!

Not Quite a Round Trip . . . Con nued

~ by Soﬁa Nosratabadi

Then, we ﬂew to French Valley for lunch.
When we got close to the airport, people came out of the woodwork and descended
on the airport to land there at the same me as us. We couldn’t squeeze in, so we
had to break out of the pa ern and circle over Lake Skinner while they all sorted
themselves out. A helicopter also decided to show up and get in the mix. Another
pilot was announcing his posi on incorrectly so when you looked to ﬁnd him in the
sky, he wasn’t there. And, another pilot decided to do a straight-in approach, which
Melody
informed me you are not supposed to do when it’s busy like this. Throughout
Beau ful VFR at French Valley
the whole me, Melody didn’t skip a beat! She did not miss a single communica on;
she self-announced every leg in the pa ern smoothly and correctly, made a quick decision of the best place to exit the
pa ern and wait for traﬃc to become less hec c, and, then re-entered the pa ern in between other airplanes when
there was suﬃcient spacing.
Right as we were ordering at the French Valley Café, Melody’s mechanic/guardian angel called to say that the clouds,
which were originally set to arrive at John Wayne at 10 p.m. that day, were rolling in early and that we should start
heading back right away. (Melody is a VFR pilot and can’t be stranded with no place to land.) As it is, several airports
nearby had already become IFR and John Wayne was one of the few that was s ll VFR. So we had to inhale our food
(we were starving!) and take the rest of it to go.
As we were nearing Signal Peak, it had become increasingly obvious that things are looking bleak for us cloud-wise. But
we were so beguilingly close to John Wayne that I secretly got a case of “Get-There-I s” and was trying to make it
work. I mean, we were right there! We were on downwind, and Melody advised the Control Tower that she couldn’t
see the runway, and another pilot helpfully chimed in that once we got close to the blimp hangars and turned ﬁnal, we
would see the runway from that direc on. Luckily, Melody was the more experienced decision-maker and decided to
divert to Corona anyway. Right then and there, the Control Tower announced that the ﬁeld was IFR, so she was right
to call it.
You read cau onary tales of Get-There-I s happening to other pilots and to beware of this phenomenon; but, as a ﬁrstme experiencer of it, I can report back that it’s a very real tempta on no ma er how much you tell yourself you’re
not going to be like those other pilots. When you’re that close to home and it’s ge ng dark, you feel invincible – you
are that one person in the world who can make it all work.
This poses an interes ng ques on: If you are a VFR pilot and you get caught in weather unexpectedly, and all airports
around you are now IFR, what would you do?

John Wayne Airport went IFR, so we’re oﬀ to Corona!

Look at Melody’s perfect glide slope when landing at Corona
unexpectedly just before dark.

Avoiding a Mid-Air Collision (Another Form of Noise Abatement!)
An article about a mid-air between a Cessna and a Piper reminded me how important it is to keep
alert for other aircraft that might be in my airspace. We are on the cusp of nearly universal ADS-B,
and this will help ATC and other aircraft with the “IN” capability. However, despite
electronic help, and since VFR Flight Advisories – even if you ask for them – are
the LAST thing on the controller’s priority list, we all need to keep our eyes busy
looking outside the cockpit as much as possible. Southern California airspace is as
busy as any on earth, as we all know.
Some years ago in the FAA Aviation News, there was a great “collision avoidance” checklist that
I’d like to share again with you, along with some personal thoughts on the items it contains.
CHECK YOURSELF
• Check your mental and physical condition, especially your eyesight
Eyesight and eye glasses are important. When was the last time you had your glasses “updated”.
If you’re squinting, maybe it’s time to have your eyes checked. Also, I’ve written about cockpit
stress before and how it can give you “tunnel vision”. If you’re stressed out to start with, the
cockpit probably isn’t the right place for you. Remember the FAA’s old acronym “I’M SAFE”? It’s
basically a personal checklist for things that could interfere with your ability to fly safely: Illness,
Medication, Stress, Alcohol, Fatigue, Emotion.
PLAN AHEAD
•

Have all charts folded in proper sequence, and a list of the frequencies you’ll need -- avoid
searching for information while flying (and scanning for traffic) and keep the cockpit free of
clutter ("sterile cockpit")
Do you take the time to get your charts and maps in order before you take off? Do you make a list
of all the frequencies you’ll need so they’ll all be in one place? Even if ATC changes your planned
route in mid-course, it’s a really good idea to have your charts and radio frequencies in good order
so you don’t have your head down while you need to be looking for traffic.
CLEAN WINDOWS
•

It may be difficult to differentiate between the aircraft on a collision course 2 miles away and
dirt on the window -- both look stationary, especially at night (reflections)
Yeah, it’s a pain to have to clean windows, but I don’t know anybody who’d disagree with this one.
Chances are you won’t mistake a smashed bug for another plane, but stuff on your windshield is
just going to distract you from finding traffic. Even if you keep your windshield covered when
you’re not flying, it still manages to collect bugs and dirt.
FOLLOW STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES
•
•

Use correct hemispheric rule altitudes in cruise flight
Know unfamiliar airport procedures; observe segmented circle at least
1000' above the traffic pattern for an UNCONTROLLED airport
• Be where you are supposed to be -- in most midairs, at least 1 pilot involved was NOT where
s/he was expected to be
• Enter traffic patterns DOWNWIND on a 45° at MIDFIELD if not directed otherwise
Being where you’re expected to be in a traffic pattern environment will greatly increase the
chances of others seeing and avoiding you. Before you go zooming into an uncontrolled field, look
at an Airport Facilities Directory or one of the flight guides that publishes the information about how

Avoiding a Mid-Air Collision (Another Form of Noise Abatement!) Continued…
the traffic works at the airport(s) you’re planning to visit. If there are changes from the standard,
you’ll save yourself from mistakes. Note: often times, exceptions are for noise abatement, which is
important to think about in these days when homeowner associations are doing their utmost best
to shut down our GA airports.
AVOID CROWDS
•

Avoid flying directly over VORs, near instrument approach courses, at IFR altitudes, at busy
airports during peak periods or in any situation that concentrates traffic (whenever
possible/practicable)
Well, this one is probably a “DUH!!” When flying in areas you know are congested, have everyone
in the aircraft looking for other aircraft.That said, it’s amazing that the times when I tend to have
lapses in my vigilance seem to be those when I’m out in the “middle of nowhere” and all of a
sudden, there’s another airplane. Ack!
COMPENSATE FOR DESIGN
• Know your aircraft's blind spots when in a TURN or in CLIMBS/DESCENTS
How many times have you read mishap reports about the low wing airplane
nearly landing on top of the high wing aircraft? If there’s a wing in your way
when you’re looking for traffic, be aware of that, and alter your attitude briefly so
you can make sure there’s nobody coming up on the other side of that wing.
EQUIP FOR SAFETY
•
•
•

Use ALL lights during the day where traffic density is high
Use transponders with MODE-C on (mandatory within 30 nmi of LAX)
If you don’t have ADS-B “IN” capability, consider adding it to your avionics so that you will be
able to get that extra help in locating nearby traffic (it’s worth the cost if you think about it)
Even though strobes and landing lights are much less visible in the day time, they might catch the
eye of someone and help them to avoid you. The transponders and ADS-B make it easier for ATC
to steer people away from you – especially when they know your altitude.
TALK AND LISTEN
•

Use your radios -- Approach Control, Tower, CTAF -- announce your
POSITION
(be accurate!), ALTITUDE AND INTENTIONS
• Listen to the local traffic situation BEFORE you become a part of it (situational
awareness)
Actually, IMHO, this ought to be Listen first, then Talk. (Note: I’ve written articles about both of
these before because they’re so very important!)
Just one more thought: most of the time, the pilot you’re going to have to watch out for is the one
who’s never read this checklist.
Fly Safely!
Claudia Ferguson
Safety Chairman, San Fernando Valley 99s
© CK Ferguson 2019

PILOT'S TIP OF THE WEEK

VOR Decommissioning
Featuring John Krug

"I heard that the FAA is planning to phase out VORs. When will it be
happening and what does that mean for us GA pilots?" —Richard P.
“In 2012, the FAA released a proposed rule for a gradual
reduction in the number of VORs in the National Airspace
System. Citing the increased costs of maintaining a network of
967 VORs, the agency proposed cutting the number to about
500 VORs located at what the FAA calls the Core 30 airports
around the country. Core 30 being the larger airports served
primarily by Air Carriers. This level is called the Minimum
Operational Network (MON).
The MON will provide:
•

A backup capability for lower end GA IFR aircraft in the event
of a widespread GPS outage

•

An operational contingency, and not the robust network of
current VORs

•

A transitional network of VORs to allow users time to equip with new avionics to transition to
RNAV and RNP

Once the VOR system has reached the minimum operational network (MON), the planned VOR
coverage would also enable airplanes in the conterminous United States to proceed safely to a
destination with a GPS-independent approach within 100 nm. MON coverage would only be
guaranteed above 5,000 feet AGL.
When a VOR is decommissioned, it is replaced with a GPS based intersection and GPS based
airways. For most of us, the effect will be minimal. Only the rare GA aircraft that is still navigating
solely by VORs will see an impact—and that is still years away.
The original plan called for decommissioning 470 odd VORs starting in 2014 and completing the
project by 2020. As with most things in the FAA, the project has slipped. The agency is now
targeting (a reduction of) 308 VORs by 2025. As of April 2019, the FAA had decommissioned 23
VORs.”

h ps://pilotworkshop.com/ ps/vor-decommissioning/

Orange County 99s attending the SoCal Pilots’ Saturday, December 7th, Christmas party
were (left to right) Pat Prentiss—President of SNA SoCal Pilots, Colleen Handrahan, Tess
Karich, Diane Titterington-Machado, and Trish Magdaleno. Pat said, "We’re a happy group and it
shows." Trish said, "My husband Barry and I were laughing so hard at Rod Machado's speech!"
By: Diane Titterington-Machado

Happy January Birthdays!
1 Brenda Jackson
4 Maddy Mearsch
11 Charlene Hengesh
15 Caroline Kinsbergen
17 Pat Prentiss
20 Barbara Ward
25 Ann Beeghly
25 Diane Titterington-Machado
26 Adrianne O'Brien
30 Tiphani Sach
If we missed your birthday, Happy Belated,
and please send the date to Irene Engard — engards@aol.com

Thank you to all who have contributed to this issue!
Plane Tales is a collaborative effort. We count on many
to help make it the wonderful newsletter that it is.
Join us Online
Chapter Website - http://oc99s.sws99s.org/new
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/oc99s
Contact the OC99s - OCninetynines@gmail.com
Amazon Smile Link - https://smile.amazon.com

To a Very Accomplished Woman: All Ninety-Nines

